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Translation, or the Forger's Art

When my translation of Renate Dorrestein's A heart of stone came out in England
and the United States in the winter of 200012001,I learned something I did not know
when I first started translating. It seems that there is a division in the Netherlands
between the translation purists, who believe that one should stick as closely as pos-
sible to the original text, and heretics like myself, who believe in turning the transla-
tion into as smooth a read as possible, even at the expense of sacrificing some literal
accuracy if necessary. I was taken to task in the Dutch press for taking excessive
liberties; my translation was deemed too free. For someone living in the United
States, where translation would never by any stretch of the imagination make it as a
newspaper headline, it was a surreal experience - I felt as if I had been swept back
to the seventeenth century, embroiled in the quarrel of the Ancients and the Moderns.
It was disconcerting to find that in certain quarters, literary translation was viewed
not so much as an art subject to the whims of taste, as I saw it, but more as a science
with set rules and standards. Happily, in the final outcome, A heart of stone was
awarded the Vondel Prize for Translation a few months later. It appeared that I was
not alone in preferring the free approach, which seeks to convey the spirit, rather
than the letter, of the work.

However, having seen that what came to me naturally and instinctively was not
necessarily everyone's idea of a good translation, I went back and tried to work out
why I had made the choices I had. What I discovered was eye-opening and also
inspiring, for when one immerses oneself in two different languages, comparing and
contrasting the way they work, one cailrot help being overcome with enthusiasm and
affection for the infinite number of ways humans have come up with to express them-
selves, even if the two languages have such close connections of culture, ideology,
and etymology as Dutch and English.

Surprisingly, in light ofthe fact that these two languages are so closely related, I
find that they behave very differently on the page. Dutch, for instance, is fond ofthe
passive voice, but in English the passive may sound pompous and forced. English is
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inclined to employ subordinate clauses using verb participles (e.9., Having finished
our meal, we set out for the mnlt, thinking we might do a little shopping), whereas
the Dutch usually prefers bold, declarative sentences, or coordinate clauses connected
by en (and). English craves variety in its vocabulary, and provides the writer with a
dazzlng smorgasbord of bon'owings from other languages; Dutch on the other hand
keeps closer to its roots, frequently stretching the lexicon by linking bits and pieces

to fbrm lengthier conipound words. In translating, I find myself constantly juggling

the available choices of syntax and vocabulary to resolve such conflicts of linguistic
temperament, or taste.

A thornier problem for the translator is the fact that Dutch can cram an almost
infinite number of adverbial modifiers into a sentence, while English is hampered by
the common adverbial suffix -/y, which will hrrn a string of adverbs into an awkward
mouthful, as in'the sentence Fortunately we could now finally suddenly clearly see
lrer (Gelukkig konden wij haar nu eindelijk opeens goed zien). What one has to do
with a sentence like that is to play around with the word order: Finally we could now
suddenly see her clearly, fonunately. That rearrangement is not much better; there is
still the sense that one is being bombarded with too many adverbs, and I believe that
it is then the translator's task either to decide which of these adverbs can be dispen-
sed with, or to find some other solution, such as adding a few extra words not
strictly in the text: At last, to our relief, we su.d.dcnly found that we could now see
her clearly. In this sentence, the periphrasis to our relief is not exactly synonymous
with getukkig (happily); moreover, inserting the locution/oand that for the sake of
rhythmic balance may result in a sli.ght shift of emphasis. But surely both sins are
forgivable, in light ofthe unsatisfactory alternatives.

The fact that English and Dutch are so closely related makes it fairly simple for
speakers of Dutch to learn English. The downside of this is that learning to speak it
so early and so effortlessly makes one tend to skip a few steps, and one runs the dan-
ger of missing the semantic subtleties. I am referring to the hidden traps - the dif-
ferences between the two languages that can be jarring to the native English-speaker
if not artfully handled. I have found that it is common for even the most fluent lin-
guist, if his mother tongue is Dutch, to miss by just a word or two of "correct" Eng-
lish the idiomatic cornmand of the language needed to please the English ear.

A British friend of mine used to say that you could tell someone was from the
Netherlands simply by the frequency with which he used the word already- That is
because in Dutch, al is m involuntary word; it slips off the tongue practically un-
noticed, while the English already is more emphatic and specihc, used more spar-
ingly in common speech. In Dutch you would say Daar komt hii al, but There he
comes already is a clunker in English. In English you would just say, There he
comes; the already can remain silent, because it is implied in the sentence.

I like to call a word lke al a cuckoo. It may look like a bird' and it may sing
like a bird, but if you try to welcome it into the nest, you will find that it doesn't
belong. The literal meaning of the word eens, for e&Imple, is once, but eens is fre-
quently used in a way that has no equivalent in English. Geef me eens ie hand makes
little sense when translated as Give me once your hand. In colloquial English, Here,
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give me your hand is a better rendering. Other such "filler" words that come to mind
are soms, dan, hoor, gewoon, arrLd toch, and the best way to explain them is that they
can function as a sort of speech-lubricant, necessary for rhythm or stress, or for in-
dicating a certain subjective attitude, such as familiarity, encouragement, irritation,
impatience or doubt. A similar modifier in English would be the adverbial just, as in
Just do ff, but there are not many others like it. Emphasis, doubt, obligation, or con-
cession are moie oftbn expressed in English by auxiliary verbs such as do, moy, will
or should, or tag-questions lke isn't it?

I am indebted to Astrid van Winden (2001), a linguistics student from Leiden,
for pointing out that one of the hallmarks of Renate Dorrestein's style is precisely
her skilled handling of such flavoring elements. Dorrestein dispenses with a free
hand those little conversational flourishes that engage one's attention and make one
aware of the duthor's (or narrator's) winning personality. Van Winden chose to write
her Master's thesis on how closely my translation of A heart of stone copied Renate
Dorrestein's style, by aralyzing the translatability of such particles and adverbs. She
tallied and charted the ways I dealt with what I call the cuckoo words, and it came as
no surprise to me that I frequently departed from their dictionary definitions and, in
at least a quarter ofthe cases, left them out altogether.

The way larger issues are conceptualized can also be incompatible in ways one
might never expect. In trying to analyze why certain passages present me with such
difficulty, I have found the way our two sister languages handle the concept of time,
for example, to be quite distinct. In verb construction, English likes to indicate con-
tinuity, the actual passage of time, which is not always necessary in Dutch. Where in
Dutch one would use the simple present tense, for instance Hij rookt een sigaret (He
smokes a cigarette), in English one would need to add that little extra element of
continuity, He is smoking a cigarette, for it to sound right. If, instead of putting it in
the present progressive, one leaves it the way the plain, straightforward Dutch has it,
He smokes a cigarette, period, it will sound more like a stage direction; there is an
expectation that something needs to be added. It isn't the grammar that is the prob-
lem: it is more a matter of rhythm. If one translates it the way it is written, Ile
smokes a cigarette, and ends it there, the sentence will sound unnecessarily abrupt.
Indeed, I find that one characteristic of Dutch-accented English is a certain blunt-
ness. It is this tendency to stop short before the sentence feels finished that can give
you away and alert others that English isn't your mother tongue.

If English likes to indicate continuous action by means of verb construction,
Dutch will often pinpoint an action or event in time, specifying its duration with an
adverbial phrase where English might not bother. I find myself constantly stumbling
over innocent little phrases in Dutch that should in theory pose no problem, but are
in practice tricky to translate. Pbrases such as rut een moment (after a moment), op
dat moment (at that moment), vroeger (earlier, before), intussen (meanwhile), and
nog even (still briefly, still just a while longer) can all sound clumsy in context. A
glib sentence lifrre We moesten intussen ook nog even alles bekijken might translate as
the more ponderous (and, in my view, inelegant) Meanwhile we also still had to
briefly examine everything. In English, almost half the sentence is superfluous. In-
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sisting on inserting aU that verbiage is like stuffing one last outfit into a suitcase that
won't close: it will make the sentence sound awkward, fussy, and overly precise.

This one example (the handling of time) shows, I think, that each language pos-
sesses a distinct personality. As a translator, one can choose to ignore these linguistic
personality differences and translate "straight," i.e. translate the text to follow the
original as closely as possible; but then one will have to accept the slightly foreign
intonation that will iesult - the "accent" I have been talking about. The alternative
is to pay greater attention to the natural flow of the target language, which gives a
more fluent and cogent, if somewhat less precise, translation. I prefer the latter op-
tion, because in ranslating modern fiction, I feel that my first obligation is to repli-
cate the author's tone and intention in the target language. I do not believe it is my
job to make the reader understand the character and idiosyncrasies of the source lan-
guage, because trty reader is less likely to be a scholar interested in language than an
ordinary person looking for the sheer pleasure of a good read. When commissioning
a translation, British and American publishers always insist on having the English
"flow"; they don't want it to "read like a translation."

In certain cases there is, of course, an advantage to retaining the foreign accent.
There are times when it is appropriate, to remind the reader where he is, to remind
him to put aside his customary responses and try seeing things through the eyes of
another culture. When I translated The Lily theater (2000) by Lulu Wang, a novel
about China written in Dutch by a Chinese writer, I had to make the English sound
strange, foreign, arresting, the way Wang's Dutch sounded. I even found it neces-
sary to invent words that did not exist. Lulu Wang herself kept urging me to make
the language, in her words, more "funky" and "shocking." Similarly, when trans-
lating poetry, or prose that has a particularly literary or unique style, one must rise
to the challenge of conveying the singularity of the original with judicious and oc-
casionally startling language choices.

However, in the case of fiction by contemporary Dutch authors, I feel there is a
strong case to be made for ERAsrNc rather than emphasizing the linguistic differ-
ences. To the English-speaking world, Dutch is simply not exotic enough to bear
mimicry. You can keep the flavor - that this is a book coming from a different
country - with the book's intrinsic cultural, geographical, or other references. For
example, I would not anglicize Dutch Christian names - I would not change Mar-
griet to Margaret or Wim to Bil/. Names, settings, local customs and attitudes are all
essential in alerting the reader to the foreign origin ofthe book, and I don't think one
should spoon-feed or patronize the reader by explaining away every cultural stum-
bling block. But vocabulary and syntax are another matter. I have found that all too
often, when I recommend a translation of one of my favorite Dutch or Flemish
authors to English-speaking friends, they will complain, "I can't get through it," or
"It's too much work." It may be that English has simply become so dominant in the
world that it has made English readers unwilling to make the extra effort to follow
the twists and turns of a foreign tongue. If one comes from a minority culture, one
tends to be more adaptable in this regard. This difference may explain the dis-
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appointing sales of translated books in Britain and America, and the relative lack of
enthusiasm for foreign literature.

The question, however, is: If a book is fluent and easy to read in the original,
why should it not be so in translation? Does a translation truly honor the work's
authenticity if the reader is left stumbling over rather odd-sounding phraseology,
when in the language of origin the writing is fluent and does NoT sound foreign? In
my opinion, striving for that kind of authenticity can do a book a disservice. A for-
eigner speaking with an accent almost always finds himself at a distinct disadvan-
tage. No one likes to admit this, but it's true. Native speakers may claim to admire
one's accent - they will call it "charming" or "quaint" - but I think most people
will admit they can sense directed at them a certain impatience, if not downright con-
descension, fgr the way they pronounce someone else's mother tongue. Thus, a
Dutch author who has been impeccably translated into English (from the Dutch point
of view) may find himself misunderstood or undervalued in this country; his work
may be regarded as more formal, obscure, awkward or "quaint" than he intends it to
be.

The popular view of translating is that it is somewhat akin to painting-by-num-
bers: with the help of a good dictionary, one can trade all the reds and greens for
yellows and blues, and end up with a perfectly acceptable replica of the original,
only in a different color palette. But in literary translation, mere mechanical skill is
not enough. A good translator has an artist's eye; he knows that a dab of raw umber
or titanium white may be necessary to inject brightness or depth into ilre work. The
ffanslator approaches a literary work the way an artist approaches a blank canvas -
or, rather, the way a master forger would approach a blank canvas. For no one can
claim, of course, that a translation is an original work of art. Clearly, it is a forgery.
One has to do a certain amount of fudging, one has to cheat and steal and use all
kinds of other underhanded methods to persuade the reader that the book in his hands
is the genuine article, in spite of the fact that it is also a fraud. The original author
has poured his heart and creative soul into this work with which the translator has
been entrusted. It is the translator's task to take that creative artistry, the work's phi-
losophy, its atmosphere, its tone, its profundity, and its humor, and give it a new set
of words - without trampling its soul. The goal is to give an impression of what the
work might have sounded like if the author had written it in the target language.

Jorge Luis Borges told his translator something to the effect of "Don't write
what I said; write what I meant." The translator, then, should be encouraged to
INTERPRET the text, since every language has countless elements that simply have no
equivalent in the other language or culture. In the absence of exact parallels, a
ffanslator must be resourceful and draw on her own imagination; like an actor, she
must lose herself in her part. Sometimes she may have to ham something up a bit, or
play it down, or even change the tempo slightly, depending on the temperament of
the new language, in order to bring a fuller understanding to the foreigl audience.

The need to interpret is most apparent when dealing with humor, perhaps the
hardest thing of all to translate, because different languages have different senses of
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humor. Sarcasm and irony often depend on tone, and translating tone is no simple
feat; one has to draw on all one's skills as a writer and mimic to pull it off. For
example: In Dutch, a certain type of dry irony can be conveyed by sprinkling the
text with loaded words such as immers (after all), wellicht (possibly), ongetwijfeld
(no doubt), ot uiteraard (of course), but the cumulative facetious intention, re-
inforced by the rzther old-fashioned flavor of such words, could get overlooked if
translated into the plainer English equivalents I have cited. The humor of a passage
is likely to hinge on the HISToRY of a certain word or expression, which, when re-
peated in a new context, will tickle the reader's furury bone by association. In the
target language, that history may simply not exist. In any event, whatever it is that
made the reader smile in the original is almost certain to be lost unless the translator
is given free rein to depart from the text and invent an equally funny, bizarre, or
snide equivalentl

Proverbs, word play, and symbolism present further challenges. Dutch speech is
often enlivened with proverbs, while English is rather more restrained in their use;
so that if no equivalent saying in English exists, the translator may have to make one
up. Word play, too, calls for imaginative solutions. In translating Dortestain's 7nn-
der genade (2OOl) (Withoat mercy,2002), in which palindromes play an important
symbolic role, I discovered that English possesses few single-word palindromes. In
finding substitutes for the ingenious palindromes moord (mtnder), droom (dream)
and dood (death), I was forced to create contextual room for the alternate concepts in
English of evil, live and dad. Similarly, metaphors and similes have to be tactfully
handled, since what is arresting and original in one language may be a clich6 in an-
other. In tlat case, the translator should be free to give the image a new twist, rather
than risk having it come out sounding tired or trite. The reverse holds true as well: if
the author has deliberately chosen a folksy clich6, such as lachen als een boer die
kiespijn heefi, is one justified in translating it literally - laughing like a farmer who
has a toothache, which in English is a fresh, hilarious image? Or should one honor
the author's intention by substituting something more banal?

Translators from the Dutch are well served by the Dutch-English dictionaries at
their disposal - the Van Dale Groot Woordenboek (Van Dale Big Dictionary) is ex-
tremely thorough and exhaustive in its attempts to cover all the bases. This is a great
help. Still, it is only a tool, to be used if you are not sure of the meaning of a certain
word or expression. It will not teach you how to write English. The dictionary may
present you with a dozen or more possible choices, and yet you may find that not
one ofthese gives the text the exact sense you are looking for. After all, even in the
original language, every word is itself a metaphor, an abstraction that stands for
something else. At a certain point you have to throw away the dictionary and reach
into yourself as a writer for your own instinctive feel for the language.

For example, the dictionary will not tell you that if you translate iets open
schroevm faithfirlly with the phrase to screw something open, not only will it carry
an unwanted sexual innuendo in modern American speech, but it will contain another
irritant as well, since there is a hidden presupposition that one screws something shut,
down or closed, but rarely open. Nor will the dictionary warn you, when it gives
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you the word naturalness for the word natuurlijkheid, that naturalness is an un-
gainly, unnatural noun most writers of English would avoid at all cost. You will find
that the Dutch predilection for the diminutive suffix 7e or -tje has no satisfactory
equivalent in English, and that the distinction between U (you, polite form), jij (you,
familiar), and je (you, most informal) simply cannot be made. Finally, the dictionary
is of no use at all when it comes to those common household words that practically
define the Dutch irational character but are impossible to explain succinctly to a for-
eigner without forfeiting much of their gist and charm: gezellig (cozy), gek (crazy),
leuk (nce), sportief (good sport), brutaal (rude), stoer (tough), vlot (brcezy), ge-
woon (normal), or eigenwijs (saucy).

A better way to match an author's style than to translate dictionary-word for dic-
tionary-word is to mine one's own knowledge of English and American literature for
contemporary authors who have an approach similar to that of the Dutch author, and
then analyze how these writers arrived at their style. At the same time, one must
take into account the literary conventions of the two languages, which are bound to
clash at some point. If the author uses simple language and clipped sentences, the
translator must try to follow suit, yet avoid making it sound childish or simplistic. If
the author prefers a compound-word vocabulary and a complex sentence structure,
the translator may have to nudge the English up to a loftier, more Latinate register
- yet without making it sound overly ponderous, because what is authoritative in
one language may be pretentious in the next. The translator must avoid anachro-
nisms, and carefully match the idioms to the time period in which the book is set.
There is also the matter of class, race, and regional idiosyncrasies - how to transfer
dialect in one language into an appropriate equivalent. The translator may have to
decide, for example, whether a plat accent in Dutch is best conveyed by a Cockney
accent, a Bronx accent, a Southern drawl, or none at all. And then there is the mat-
ter of slang, so crucial in the writing of convincing dialogue, which is a minefield all
by itself - one has to keep up with the rapidly changing nature of colloquialisms,
swear words, street talk, teen speech, and technical jargon, if one doesn't want to
sound archaic or false.

Finally, the translator has to pay particular attention to ryniu*, and to the
rhythms the translated words produce on the page. All too often, after being put
through the translation mill, a book will end up having all the life knocked out of it.
For too strict a translation will turn a book into something neutral and uninspired at
best; at worst, it will come out sounding sad, flat, plodding, and dated - a far cry,
surely, from what the author intended.
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